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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a multiprocessor process control system is described. 

During its devplopmert the reliability was the most important aspect because 
it is used in the computerized control of a 5 Mw research reactor. DUAL-PROCESS 
is fully compatible with the earlier single processor control system PROCESS-
24K. This paper deals in detail with the communication, synchronization, error 
detection and error recovery problems of the operating system. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

В отчете описана мультипроцессорная вычислительная система для управле
ния процессами. Поскольку система применена для управления ядерным реактором 
с мощностью 5 МВт, увеличение надежности является самым важным принципом со
вершенствования. Система DUAL-PROCESS полностью совместима с разработанной 
раньше программной системой PROCESS-24K. в отчете печально описаны проблемы 
коммуникации, синхронизации, детектирования и устранения отказов. 

KIVONAT 
A riport egy többprocesszoros folyamatirányító számítógép rendszert is

mertet. Minthogy a rendszert egy 5 Mw-os atomreaktor számítógépes irányításá
nál alkalmazzuk, a fejlesztés legfontosabb célja a megbízhatóság növelése 
volt. A DUAL-PROCESS rendszer teljesen kompatibilis a korábban kifejlesztett 
PROCESS-24K rendszerrel. A riport részletesen tárgyalja az operációs rendszer 
kommunikációs, szinkronizálási, hiba detektálási és elhárítási problémáit. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

According to the ANSI definition, a multiprocessor is "a computer emp
loying tiro or more processing units under integrated control". Here "integ
rated control" means whether the given configuration is simply two or more com
puters having some communication between them, or whether it is a true multi
processor system. In reality, multiprocessor systems have a considerably 
wide spectrum with - at one end - two or more individual computers standing 
side by side having some communication between them, and at the other end a 
sophisticated single computer of multiple computing elements. If we consider 
this latter end of the spectrum as a true multiprocessor system, we can 
define the following factors as determining whether it is a "true" multi
processor or not: 
- it must contain two or more central processors of about the same 
capacity; 

- it must have a common data base; 
- every processor must have access to the input/output units; 
- the entire configuration is controlled by a single operating system. 

In this paper a multiprocessor system is described whose position on 
the spectrum is somewhere nearer to the "true" end than to the other one. 
Our main consideration during the development was to increase the reliability 
and not to increase the computing capacity, but the importance of the latter 
was not forgotten. Since reliability was the most important aspect of the 
development, we did not create a data base in a single common multiport 
memory but in two more-or-less independent memories connected to each other 
by a direct memory access data link. This solution may be a bit complicated 
but on the other hand it always provides two copies of the data base. 

The application area of the described research is computerized reactor 
control. Investigations were commenced in our Institute in the early 70s. 
After the completion of some theoretical and simulation works an ES 1010 
computer system was added i.1 1975 to the existing WWR-SM tank type research 
reactor of 5 MW thermal power. At that time our work was based on the 
PROCESS-8K industrial process control system, from which we developed the 
PROCESS-24K operating system [1]. Using this system we began to control the 
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nuclear power and the outlet temperature of the primary cooling circuit in 
1978 [3, 4]. However, this system is able to control the reactor only in the 
power range, i.e. from some per cent of nominal power to the nominal value. 
The reactor is controlled by a traditional backup controller in case a com
puter failure occurs. Our aim is to widen the operational area of the compu
ter, i.e. to use it during start-up of the reactor [5]. Since this procedure 
is complex and more dangerous than reactor control near to its nominal power, 
we first had to increase the reliability of the computer configuration. This 
is why > eliability has been the most important aspect during the' development 
of the DUAL-PROCESS process control system. This system is fully compatible 
with the earlier single processor system, EROCESS - 24K incorporating the 
PROCESS high level language and performing all the usual tasks of industrial 
control such as data reduction and acquisition, logging and control. 

The wohle project has had the support of the Hungarian State Office for 
Technical Development. 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS 

2.1 Hardware configuration 

The DUAL-PROCESS system needs a quite sophisticated hardware environ
ment, in which all the important elements are duplicated. There is only one 
exception - this being the real-time measuring system, which has a great 
deal of built-in redundancy of its own. The following elements are essen
tial: 
- two ES-1010 central processors with 64 kbyte operating memory, and with 
floating point processors; 

- two fixed head discs /EC - 5060/ each of 800 kbyte capacity; 
- coordinator unit; 
- real-time clocks; 
- console typewriter; 
- two alphanumeric display units; 
- tape reader-punch; 
- AMC coupler pair; 
- real-time measuring system with 

1-4 integrating A/D converters, 
1-64 32-line analogue multiplexers, 
1-16 8x16 bit digital inputs, 
1-16 Cxl6 bit digital outputs, 
1-16 16x8 bit polarized relax outputs. 
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The following units are optional: 
- two matrix printers, 
- line printer, 
- magnetic tape units /a maximum of three/ 
- two additional displays/alphanumeric or quasi graphical colour/. 

The hardware configuration can be seen in Fig. 1. The configuration 
is not symmetrical: one processor has a greater number of conventional 
peripheral units /line printer, magnetic tape, etc./ than the other. 
Instead of a common bus we use two independent peripheral systems connected 
to each other by a fast data link. The asymmetrical configuration means 
that the elements of the system library can be called only when both pro
cessors are operating because they are executed in the standby processor 
furnished by the conventional peripherals. 

The real-time measuring system and the technological peripherals 
/displays and matrix printers/ are connected to only one peripheral system 
at a given time. They are connected to the aptropriate peripheral bus via 
an electronic switch controlled by the coordinator unit. 

The coordinator unit checks tne operation of each vital element and 
assigns the role of acting processor to one of the CPUs. The two independent 
peripheral systems are connected to each other by a 150 kbit/sec data link 
providing direct memory access to both memories /AMC coupler in Pig. 1./. 

DUAL-PROCESS is a multiprogrammed system with individual programs at 
different interrupt IT levels /for summary of interrupt levels see Table 1./ 

2.2 Processor states 

If both processors are operating, only one of them is connected to the 
technological peripherals and to the real-time measuring system - this is 
the acting processor, the other is the standby. The standby processor is 
not idle, it provides secondary data processing /trend analysis, alarm ana
lysis/; moreover, program development is carried out here. These services, 
however, are interrupted and aborted in case of failure of the acting pro
cessor and the standby immediately begins to work as the acting one. 

If only one processor is operating, it is always the acting one. 

At any given time a processor is in one of the following states: 
- inoperative; 
- program loading; 
- testing; 
- error diagnosis; 
- acting; 
- standby. 



Data link 
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Fig. 1. Bardware configuration for DUAL-PROCESS 
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Table 1. Interrupt levels 

IT level Name Peripheral 

О Background -
1 Comlog scheduler -
2 Oper 74.880# 

3 Alarm -
4 Nixi -
5 Pult -
6 ASR handler Console 
7 Display handler Display mpx 
8 Line printer handler Printer 
lo Asynchr.-line handler Matrix printer 
11 Aldys 74.880 
13 Tape punch handler Tape punch 
14 Taps reader handler Tape reader 
15 Alarm and trend analysis -
16 MT handler Magn. tape 
17 Processing -
18 Measurement 74.880 
19 Relay -
21 Coordinator Coordinator 
22 Copy -
23 AMC handler AMC 
24 Timer Clock 
25 Test Clock 
26 Disc handler Dieck 
30 Power up 
31 Power down 

•74.880 is an interrupt collector card. 



The inoperative state means either that some item of hardware is switch
ed off or that an alien program is being executed. The processor state is 
stored in the Status Register of the coordinator unit and the content of this 
system is displayed on the front panel of the coordinator. Thus the operating 
personnel can always see the status of each processor. 

ttt 

T>.# 

E s Error 
0 = Operoting 
R =Ready 

Fig. 2. Processor states 

The processor states and the transitions between them are presented in 
Fig. 2. After initial program loading /IPL/ the load program is initiated 
that calls the test program automatically. The latter first checks: 
- the insturction set of the CPU, 
- the error free operation of the memory, 
- the correct operation of the disc. 

It then initiates the appropriate detailed error diagnostic program if it 
finds an irregularity, or the process control system if there is no error. 

The processor remains either in the error loop determining the irregula-
rily /e.g. pointing to the address of the faulty word of the memory/ or it 
gives back control to the load program if it finds no error. 

The process control program has three different states. The acting 
state is initiated immediately whe.1 the other processor is not operating. If 
the other processor is operating /i.e. it is the other which is the acting 
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processor, while the given processor is in test mode/, the process control 
program is started in the intermediate state. In this state the processor 
loads the data base from the acting processor, and when it is ready the 
state changes into standby. However, this transition is slightly complicated 
because the hardware is asymmetrical. In view of this, it is important which 
processor plays the role of the standby /for detailed description, see 
Point 5.3/. 

The standby state goes into the acting one if the other processor is 
inoperative /O = 0/ or into the load state if an error has occurred. 

2.3 Technical characteristics 

The techical featrues of the DUAL - PROCESS system are very similar to 
the PROCESS -24K process control system [1] so only the main characteristics 
are summarized here. The process control problems can be formulated in the 
PROCESS language. The instruction set of the PROCESS system is prefnted in 
Appendix 1. The measuring, processing, control, logging, picture generating 
tasks are solved by table-controlled programs of the system; and the PROCESS 
compiler generates the control tables from the зоигсе code. /A PROCESS prog
ram example is presented in Appendix 3./ It is very important feature of 
the system that the control tables can be loaded or modified during run-time, 
i.e. there is no independent compilation phase. Due to this feature the 
program modification is extremely rapid and easy: these features are very 
important in a process control system. Moreover, the parameters of the load
ed program /e.g. scaling factors, alarm limits, etc./ can also be modified 
by direct man-machine dialogue, which simplifies further the program fitting 
to the changing technological requirements. The instruction set of the man-
-machine dialogue is presented in Appendix 2. 

The main technical characteristics of the system are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Main technical characteristics 

Max. number of variables 2304 
Max. number of measurements 1920 
Max. digital outputs 2048 
Max. refreshed digital outputs 512 
Priority levels of user programs 8 
Time resolution /msec/ 50 
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3. INTERPROCESSOR COMMUNICATION 

3.1 General overview of the lnterprocessor communication 

There are two different kinds of information to be transmitted from 
one processor to the other: 
-" data base changes, 
- processor status changes. 

These also need different programming solutions. Refreshing of the 
data base requires the transmission of some ten thousand bits of information 
from the acting processor to the standby every second, but the transmission 
time is not too important. On the other hand the processor status is repre
sented in one 16-bit long word and here the change needs a very rapid coun
teraction in the affected processor. 

3.2 Data transfer 

In a practical industrial control system the shortest measuring /control 
cycle is about 1 second . Let us assume in the worst case, that the whole 
data base /i.e. all of the possible 2304 variable-/ has to be refreshed in 
a one second cycle time. In this case the maxi' .лп information transfer would 
be 2304 x 5 = 11520 bytes/sec, that is, 92 Kbits/sec. In the described system 
the two processors communicate with each other via a data link operating at 
150 kbits/sec transmission rate. 

The data link is realized by AMC couplers which provide direct memory 
access under microprogram control. The control of the data transfer is the 
same as in other ES-1010 operating systems, i.e. the operation of the AMC 
handler is determined by an 8-byte long control block. There are. three differ
ent kinds of data transfer realized by the data link: 
- from core memory to core memory; 
- from core memory to the disc of the other CPU; 
- from one program to another running in the other CPU. 

Each of these services may be started in either computer bi.t, in general, 
the acting CPU initiates it more often than the standby. The operation of the 
data link is invisible from the user program level because its initi. 'tion is 
incorporated into existing monitor modules. 

3.2.1 Data transfer between the two core memories 

This transfer is always directed from the acting CPU to the standby one. 
The simplified data flow can be seen in Fig. 3. The transfer is Initiated 
by the Test program running at IT level 25, which refr'jhee the data base 
of the standby processor every 0.5 sei.The Test program gives the control 
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Fig. S. Data flow in core-to-aose communication 

blocke /CB/ specifying the transfer to the AMC handler which, having per
formed a proper dialogue with the receiver part, transmits the information. 
At the receiving AMC handler, the information Is first checked to see if it 
is error free then biie received information is copied from an intermediate 
buffer into the destined core memory part. 

3.2.2 Data transfer from core to disc 

In the DUAL-PROCESS system, as in the single processor PROCESS-24K 
package, the disc transfer is organized from a common zone /ZC/ to the disc. 
All of the programs use the same reentrant ZDIO monitor module to provide 
disc transfer, so this module has to be modified in order to write both discs. 
In the DUAL-PROCESS system a program can read only its own disc but it can 
write into 
- its own disc, 
- the other disc, 
- both discs simultaneously. 
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The transfer is specified by a CB described in [1]. The flow chart of this 
transfer can be seen in Fig. 4. 

Transmitter 
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program 

Receiver 
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into 
buffer 
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Copy 
program 

Specifies —»• Coll 
CB ZOIO 

module 

Fig. 4. Data flow in core-to-disa communication. 
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3.2.3 Data transfer from one program to another running in the other CPU 

In the PROCESS system a program can initiate another by the STRT monitor 
module. With this module the starting information is chained into the wait
ing queue of the program to be started. In the dual system this service is 
only extended in such a way that when a program calls another one by the 
STRT monitor module, it can specify whether the called program should run 
in the same processor or in the other CPU. The information flow is presented 
in Tig. 5. 
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Fig. S. Data flow in program-to-program oommunioation. 
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3.3 Status transfer 

Each processor has a one-byte long command register and an operating 
bistable in the coordinator unit. These element- are connected to the status 
register of the other CPU, where an interrupt is generated at level 21 when 
the content of the status register changes /see Fig. 6./. 
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Fig. 6. Statue and command regietere of the coordinator. 

The content of the command register displays the following information: 
Bits 0 - 3 Processor state /see point 2.2/ 
Bit 4 Phase <p for the timer /see point 5.1/ 
Bit 5 Zero second for the timer /see point 5.1/ 
Bit 6 Data base ready /see point 4.3/ 
Bit 7 Peripheral bus request. 

The operating bistable is discussed in detail in point 6.2; it reflects 
whether the appropriate CPU operates or not. 
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If there is a change either in the state or in the operation of a CPU, 
the Coordinator Program is started in the other processor which 
- stores the status in the DUAL word in the core. Each program may read 
this word; 

- modifies the processor status if it is needed; 
- synchronizes the timer in the standby processor. 

This solution provides a rapid counteraction against any change in the status 
of the other processor because the Coordinator Program runs on a high inter
rupt level. 

4. DATA BASE PROBLEMS 

4.1 Pata base structures 

The maintenance and acquisition problems of the data base always play 
a central role in the development of a process control system. For this reason 
its structures are very important, since they considerably affect the data 
acquisition time. 

In the DUAL-PROCESS system there are two types of data, viz. 
- core resident information, 
- disc resident information. 

The core resident part contains the instantaneous value and a flag of every 
variable, moreover the time and a lot of pointers of different programs 
/static part of Common Zone/. 
The disc resicent part stores the previous values of the important variables, 
alphanumeric type of information needed in man-machine communication /name, 
dimension of variables, etc./. 

Both types of data base are divided into pages of the same length 
/256 bytes/. The structure of a core resident data page and that of a diso 
resident sector storing the previous values are presented in Fig. 7. 

Header 16 bytes 
48 flags 48 bytes 
48 values 192 bytes 

Fig. 7. Structure of a core reeident data page. 
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The data page is divided into three parts: 
- header part storing the starting condition of the connected programs, 
pointers of the connected disc resident area /if there is any/ etc.; 

- flag part consisting of 48 8-bit long flags representing the operation 
of the relevant measurement, validity status, alarm state of the 
variable, etc.; 

- value part, where there is room for the values of 48 variables. Each 
value is stored in a 32-bit long double word and in the case of real 
variables this double word is regarded as a normalized number with a 
24-bit long mantissa. 

The alphanumeric type of information is stored in the disc in two tables: 
NAME and NONB. 

The NAME table serves for associating an inner identity number /group 
number = 6NB, block number = BNB/ to a mnemonic name of a variable. The 
mnemonic name may be 
- any max. 6-character long, alphanumeric string starting with a letter, 
- or a max. 12-character long technological identity code string, start
ing with a number and having the following structure: 

- characters 0,1 

- characters 2,3 

- characters 4,5 

- character 6 

- characters 7,8,9 

- characters 10,11 

- decimal numbers identifying the technological block; 
- letters determining the type of technology /e.g. 
turbine, emergency cooling, etc/ 

- decimal numbers representing the unit in the given 
technological part; 

- letter displaying the type of measurement /e.g. 
T stands for temperature/; 

- decimal numbers identifying the transducer/ 
actuator of the variable; 

- optional, the first must be a letter, the second 
a number. This part may be omitted. 

Since there are two types of names, the NAME table has to have two 
different types of elements. The length of both elements is 8 bytes and 
their structures can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9. 
The NAME table of the technological identity codes is grouped according to 
the given technology /i.e. characters 2 and 3/ in order to easily merge the 
information with respect to technological circuits /e.g. to list all the 
variables of a given technology/• 

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

N 
* 

« E GNB BNB 

bits 

Name string Identity 
code 

Fig. 8. NAME table element of a letter type name 
Btring 
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string identity 
code 

Fig. 9. NAME table element and structure of a technological 
code type name string. 

On the other hand the letter type names arc ordered by a hash code cal
culated from the binary values of the name characters. There is a NAME super
visor module in the DUAL-PROCESS operating system which renders an identity 
code to a given name string. For the operator's convenience, the identity 
code of any variable can also be called by direct man-machine communication 
/see Appendix 2/. 

The NOMB table associates literal data and different absolute values, 
needed in man-machine dialogue, with an identity code. An element of the 
NOMB table is presented in Pig. 10. Here the length of an element is 32 
bytes storing the following information: 
- operator's competence, where that operator's number is stored who has 
access right to the given variable; 

- variable type; 
- mnemonic name string; 
- dimension; 
- absolute alarm and validity limits; 
- end of range for display purpose. 

The NOMB supervisor module renders the different pieces of information 
from the NOMB table to a given identity code. This type of information is 
used exclusively in man-machine communication of the system. 
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2 bytes 
6 bytes 
6 bytes 

16 bytes 

2 bytes 

Fig. 10. HOMB table element 

4.2 Data base maintenance 

For the sake; of reliability the system has two independent copies of 
the data base both on the disc and on the core. If each processor has its 
own data base in its own memory and disc unit, the reliability is increased 
considerably but, on the other hand, the designer faces the need to solve 
rather complicated problems the most important being: 
a./ How can it be guarantied that both data bases are the same? 
b./ What should be done if one processor goes wrong? 
c/ How can the data base be automatically updated after start-up of the 

second processor? 

Because these questions are closely interrelated,their solutions will 
be dealt with together. Before this, however, we have to introduce two 
tables, viz. Core Memory Map /CMM/ and Disc Memory Map /DMM/. Both maps are 
binary tables where a bit represents either a memory page or a disc sector. 
The content of a bit is zero if there was no modification on the corres
ponding memory part in the given processor: it is one if the associated 
memory content was changed. 

The memory maps are stored in the Common Zone ol the core memory. 
The content of this part of the core is stored so that there is no loss of 
information if a power failure occurs. 

The core memory map is 256 bits, the disc memory map is 1920 bits long. 

4.2.1 Maintenance of the core resident data base 

Writing into the core resident data base can be done by two means: 
- by the PUT and PUTF monitor modules; 
- by the run-time system of the PROCESS interpreter. 

Competence Type 
Name string 

Dimension string 
Absolute alarm and 
validity limits 

End of range 
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It is possible that both processors would want to modify the content 
of the same memory page at the same time since the standby processor is not 
idle. Because this would obviously cause a confusion in the stored informa
tion, it is avvided by ensuring that modules in the standby processor are 
not able to write directly into their core but must first send the informa
tion into the core of the active processor and for it then to be returned 
from there into the standby /i.e. the information is always first stored in 
the active processor independently of its origin/. The PROCESS run-time 
system is not active in the standby processor so a similar problem does not 
occur during execution of PROCESS programs. 

When information is stored in a memory page of the active processor, 
the bit of the core memory map /CMM/ corresponding to the affected page is 
changed into the 1 state. If both processors operate, a program in the active 
processor checks the content of the CMM table every 0.5 sec. and it sends 
the signalized memory pages into the memory of the standby processor via 
the AMC data link /see point 3.2.1/. After successful completion of the 
transfer, the bits are cleared in the CMM table. 

If, for any reason only one processor is operating, it is always the 
active processor and in this case the CMM table stores those memory pages 
which were modified since the time of faiture of the other processor. 

The operating system provides 3 modules operating on the core resident 
data base, viz. 
- PUT writes a value of the variable determined by its identity code 

into the data base. 
- PUTF writes a flag byte of a variable into the data base. 
- GET reads the value and flag byte of a variable from the data base. 

4.2.2 Maintenance of the disc resident data base 

The disc can be modified by the ZDIO monitor module only, so all of the 
maintenance problems are solved here. The ZDIO module provides data transfer 
between the disc and the Common Zone of the core memory. The used memory 
mapping technique is the same as that of the core management. 

The peripheral transfer is specified by a control block. The transfer 
is directed to both discs if the opposite is not declared in the CB. The 
disc resident data base is modified 

- from the PROCESS run-time system, where data is archived into cyclic 
buffers storing the previous values of the important variables with 
different time resolution and time span; 

- from the running of some element of the system library, when a new 
variable is loaded, or modified in the system; 
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- from the man-machine communication program, when parameters of an 
existing program are altered. 

In all af these cases the calling program specifies the CB for the ZDIO 
module and initiates it. nie module first sends the information via the AMC 
data link to the other CPU and waits until the end of the transmission. If 
the transmission is erroneous or cannot be carried out for any reason, the 
module sets the corresponding bit of the DNM table into 1. 

When both processors are operating the DMM table is checked periodically 
every 0.5 sec in the same way as the CMM table. If there are ones in the DNM 
table, one sector corresponding to a bit of the DMM table is sent every 
0.5 second via the AMC data link into the other disc. This process is con
tinued until all the differences disappear between the discs /i.e. the con
tent of DMM table is zero/, end then a "data base ready" message is sent to 
the receiving processor. 

4.3 Data base initiation 

Data base initiation means two things: 
- loading initial values into the core resident data base at initial 
program loading time, 

- loading the most up-to-date data from the active processor, when 
the second processor is started. 

At IPL time the initial values of the data base are called from the 
disc image of the core memory. The core image on the disc was loaded by 
the PROCESS compiler when the initial value was declared in the PROCESS 
program of a variable /see VALUE directive in Appendix 1/. The initial 
value of a variable is zero if it is not stated in the program. 

The data base initialization is a somewhat complicated process when the 
second processor is started and its data base has to be updated from the 
previously operating processor. In this case the operating system of the 
acting processor detects that the other CPU is also operating and begins 
to send the core resident data base, together with one sector from the disc 
resident data base every 0.5 sec. When all of the differences betwet. the 
two discs have been eliminated the acting CPU sends an "End of data base" 
message to the coordinator program of the other processor. The coordinator 
signalizes "data base ready" in its command register /see Fig. 6/ and this 
status change causes program interruption in the acting CPU. The interrupt 
initiates here also the coordinator program. The termination of this sequence 
depends on which processor plays the role of the acting CPU, because the 
hardware configuration is asymmetrical. The coordinator unit and the connect
ed coordinator programs control the system in such a way that the configura
tion having conventional peripheral units /magnetic tape, line printer, etc./ 
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should be the standby CPU. For this reason if this processor is started 
later, nothing happen in the status of the system; but if this has been 
operating alone when the other starts, the "acting" and "standby" status 
must be exchanged between the two processors. In this case the status cont
rol is a complicated time sequence controlled by the coordinator programs 
/for details, see point 5.3/. 

5. SCHEDULING AND SYNCHRONIZATION PROBLEMS 

5.1 Timing 

In a process control system, time plays a very important r n \ i since 
some actions must be carried out periodically with a predetermined cycle 
time whereas others are due when an absolute time expires. In the DUAL-PROCESS 
system the time is always measured in the acting processor, i.e. here a timer 
program calculates the calendar date and the time intervals for cyclic tasks 
too. Naturally, the standby CPU also needs the date and time because the prog
rams in the standby may ask for a time-delay. For this reason a timer prog
ram is executed in the standby processor as well, this is executed every 50 
millisecond. The standby timer operates a minute scaler counting the elapsed 
seconds and time-delay scalers counting down the requested delays. The abso
lute time /year, month, day, hour, minute/ is stored in the Common Zone of 
the core memory /ZC/ of the acting processor and every 0.5 sec this area is 
sent into the core of the standby CPU. The content of the minute scaler and 
that of the phase scaler of the cyclic tasks must be synchronized in the 
standby CPU to the acting one. The acting timer program sets the "zero second" 
or the "phase Ф" bits of the command register /see Fig. 6/ into one, when 
the contents of its minute scaler or phase scaler are zero. The change of 
the command register initiates the execution of the coordinator program in 
the other processor and it writes this information into the semaphore word 
of its own timer. The timer checks its semaphore at next running and carries 
out the prescribed clearing in the appropriate scaler. In this way the time 
difference between the two processors is not greater than 50 milliseconds. 

5.2 Semaphore words 

In the former point the interprogram communication between the coordi
nator and timer programs was solved by using semaphore words. The PROCESS-
-DUAL system provides a semaphore word for each running task. Every semaphore 
can be read or modified via the SEMF monitor module. The meaning of only 
two semaphore bits is determined, the remaining bits are freely used for 
interprogram communication. The predetermined bits are 
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bit 15 - The program is in hold state, i.e. its execution may be 
suspended, if it is needed 

bit 14 - Request for sleeping state. The program status goes to the 
sleeping state when it is requested and the program is in hold 
state. 

Each PROCESS task organizing measurement or man-machine cor-mnnicatior. 
checks its semaphore word at its beginning, and if both bits 14 and 15 are 
set to one, it terminates without any action /i.e. it is in the sleeping 
state/. 

In the standby CPU all the tasks having any relationship with the 
real-time measuring system or with the technological peripherals are in the 
sleeping state. 

5.3 Synchronization problems during CPU state change 

As was demonstrated in point 4.3 the state of the processors must be 
exchanged between each other after having reached the "data base ready" 
state if the standby program runs in "wrong place" i.e. if the CPU is not 
furnished with the conventional peripherals. In this case the coordinator 
program of the active CPU gets a "data base ready" interrupt, and this prog
ram controls the status change. During the status transition 

- the coordinator program first requests the sleeping state in the sema
phore words of the measuring and communicating tasks; 

- then it changes the state of the active CPU into standby when all of 
the tasks having been requested in the sleeping state reach the hold 
state. The hold state and sleeping request together represent the sleep
ing program state. 

The status change starts the execution of the coordinator program in 
the CPU which was previously standby. This program realizes that there is 
no active processor in the system so it activates all the sleeping programs. 
The activated timer program initiates the cyclic tasks and the CPU starts 
to work as the active processor. This status transition can be seen in Fig.11. 
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Fig. 11. Event sequence during state transition when 
standby system operates in "wrong place" 

6. ON-LINE TESTING METHODS 

6.1 General 

On-line error diagnosis represents may be the most intereting problem 
in the development of a highly reliable real-time чуа.;m [2]. The main 
problems are 
- to prevent the execution of a program in an erroneous hardware environ
ment; 

- to test all the important resources of the systems with a considerably 
low overhead. 
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The first probl :m needs a solution which detects the errors even if the 
execution of the test programs is impossible for any reason. Furthermore if 
the test programs can run, the error diagnosis system has to suspend any 
program at any interrupt level immediately it finds an irregularity. In the 
DUAL-PROCESS system, error checking is backed by special hardware elements: 
- watch-dog timer; 
- error register with the connecting error suspension microprogram. 

These new hardware elements are t'.e part of the coordinator unit because 
in a certain respect their operation is closly linked with the status control. 

6.2 Error checking 

The operation of each processor is checked basically by a very simple 
circuit: it is a watch-dog measuring 0.5 sec. Each processor executes a 
program at a low interrupt level every 0.5 sec, which sends a pulse to its 
watch-dog timer. If the pulse does not arrive in due time, the watch-dog 
produces an inoperative status interrupt in the other CPU /see Fig.6/, 
in this way the interrupted processor immediately work as the active 
processor. 

The pulse is generated at low interrupt level because in this way 
the pulse disappears if the processor remains in a loop at any higher 
interrupt level - due to any programming error. When the "operating" 
signal disappears in the active processor, the coordinator unit immediately 
switches the real-time measuring system and the technological peripherals 
to the standby processor. 

The execution of the programs in the CPU can be suspended by the error 
register. This register is 8-bit long with the structure a given in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 72. Error regieter. 
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When any bit in the error register i s se t to one, the register causes 
suspension in the ES-1O10 central processor and i n i t i a t e s a special micro
program. This microprogram, called CINI, i s very similar to the INI micro
program used in the course of the i n i t i a l program loading /INI key at the 
front panel of ES-1010 CPU/. The CINI microprogram c a l l s the system loader 
from the disc which in i t ia tes the detailed diagnosis programs /see Chapter / 
7/. The error register is cleared when the CPU i s switchen on. 

The error register makes error signalization very easy because on-line 
test programs have to set the bit corresponding to the detected error to 
one, and the execution of the whole operating system stops at once. 

6.3 On-line tes ts 

The most important parameter of an on-line t e s t system i s the caused 
overhead. I t i s very easy to create a rel iable tes t system running under 
the control of a real-time operating system which detects almost every error 
combination but i t consumes a l l tue CPU time. It i s evident that this system 
would have no value since we want to control something with the real-time 
system. 

In the DUAL-PROCESS system the test ing i s done at three l eve l s , v i z . 
- program level; 
- microprogram level; 
- hardware level. 

At. program level the central processor and the floating point processor 
are checked every 0.5 sec. The CPU test first checks the execution of the 
CMP /compare/ Instruction and jumping instructions then systematicaly 
examines 

- the addressing modes; 
- the data acquisition instructions /different load and store instructions/; 
- the arithmetic and logical instructions; 
- the different types of shift instructions; 
- the inter-register instructions; 
- the auxiliary instructions. 

This test runs for 1 msec in every 0.5 sec. 

The floating point processor test first generates a random normalized 
floating point number then executes all of the floating point instructions 
on it in such a way that the result should be the original number. At the 
end the test checks the relative error of the result with the original one 
and it considers the floating point processor to be good if the relative 
error is less than 0.00002. This test needs 200 microseconds every 0.5 sec. 
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The core memory is tested by a special microprogram. The memory test 
microprogram is executed every 80 microseconds if it is enabled at program 
level. The microprogram checks in each cycle a memory word by a test pattern 
stored in a register of the ES-lOlO CPU. It checks the memory words each 
after the other until it reaches the address 0000, where it stops. At prog
ram level the current address is checked every 0.5 sec and if it is zero, 
a new test pattern is specified and the test cycle is initiated again. The 
test is carried out by 34 different test patterns, viz. 
- all zero; 
- all one? 
- one zero bit and the others are one; 
- one 1 bit and the others are zero. 

This test needs 4.8 usee every 80 microseconds. Since one word is checked 
at each cycle of the microprogram, the testing of the whole memory with 
one pattern needs 2.5 sec and the whole memory test with every pattern is 
finished in 65 sec. 

The ES-1010 processor is a microprogrammed device so it checks every 
instruction during execution. If an irregularity is found, the erroneous 
instruction is not executed but either the "software error" or the "1/0 
deviation" bit is set in the error register. "Software error" is also signa
lized if the operating system finds no more buffer in the Common Zone /ZC/ 
because almost all the software errors cause a disturbance here. The buffer 
system is one of the most important resources of the operating system and 
the buffers are allocated exclusively by monitor modules so the checking 
can be done very easily. 

The DUAL-PROCESS system uses an intensive overlay technique so the 
disc is a vital element of correct operation. Disc operation is checked by 
measuring the execution time of every disc transfer. The time measurement 
is done by a hardware time-out register which sets the "disc error" bistable 
if the specified time expires. This register is controlled by the' disc 
handler, it specifies the permitted time-out interval depending on the length 
and type of disc transfer. This checking consumes practically no CPU time. 

The overheads caused by the on-line test system are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 t Overhead of on-line tests 

Test Overhead in CPU 
time % 

Central processor 
Floating point proc. 
Memory 
Real-time bus 

0.1 
0.04 
6.1 
0.01 

Total 6.15 
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7. RECOVERY PROCEDURES 

7.1 General 

Recovery procedures mean all of the algorithms which ensure the conti
nuous operation of the dual system. During the operation of the system differ
ent types of events halt the operation so different types of automatisms 
have to be developed. Basically, there are three classes of events causing 
the system to halt, viz. . 
- failure in the power supply; 
- error in the hardware environment or 
- error in the programming system. 

These events are treated with the power-up procedure and with the error 
recovery procedures respectively. 

7.2 Power-up procedure 

Automatic start of the system after a power break means two problems: 
- to save the computer state and to signalize that a power failure has 
occurred, 

- to restart the system from the saved computer state. 

When a power break occurs the ES-1010 hardware realizes the decrease 
of the voltage in the power supply and the hardware initiates the "power 
down" program of the operating system at the highest interrupt level. This 
program produces a general clear signal and in this way the computer and its 
peripherals go into a well defined state. 

When the voltage reaches the normal value in the power supply the hard
ware starts the "power-up" program of the operating system. This program 
first checks whether there is an earlier interrupted disc transfer. If writ
ing is unfinished on the disc, the program repeats the whole transfer in 
order to avoid the generation of a sector with parity error. After that the 
"power-up" program signalizes that the start is initiated due to power 
failure and calls the system loader from the disc. The loader program realizes 
that there was no initial program loading, so it does not call the image of 
the data base from the disc, only the programs of the operating system. 
Having finished the program loading from the disc the starter program of the 
DUAL-PROCESS system initiates the peripherals and buffer systems and starts 
the operation of the process control. 

7.3 Error recovery procedure 

The DUAL-PROCESS system contains different on-line tests to check the 
hardware environment and the operating system. If any of these tests finds 
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an irregularity, it sets the corresponding bit of the error register to one 
and this causes immediate suspension of the CPU operation. The generated 
program suspension initiates the CINI microprogram which calls the system 
loader from the disc. This loader program checks whether there is tn error 
or not /i.e. whether or not the content of the error register is zero/. If 
there is no error, the loader program calls the Starter program of the DUAL-
PROCESS system from the disc. If the content of the error register is not 
zero, the loader program calls the error diagnosis program specified by the 
content of the error register. The error dignosis program tests the erroneous 
resource of the system, and it remains in a waiting loop pointing to the 
found error /e.g. to the erroneous memory address/ if it also detects any 
error. If there is no error, the diagnosis program clears the error register 
which initiates the CINI microprogram rnd the loading procedure is started 
again. The recovery procedure can be seen in Fig. 13. 

Coll specified 
diagnosis program 

Call Starter 

Error checking 

Program initialization 

Start on-line 
tests 

Fig. 13. Time eequenoe of error recovery procedure. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

INSTRUCTION SET OF THE PROCESS SYSTEM. 

1. Declarative directives. 

DEF - definition of a variable 

BEGIN - program beginning 

VALUE - declaration of intial value for a variable 

ARRAY - beginning of an array declaration table 

GUARD - protection bit is set for the variable 

END - end of declaration 

STRT - start of program block 

2. Data acquisition commands 

SCALE - linear transformation /AX+B/ 

LINn - performs linearization, where n is a parameter between 1 and 7. 

Three linearizations are built in for thermocouples of diffent 

types, the remaining 4 are reserves 

CONV - calls a conversion subroutine written in free format 

VALIA - validity checking against two absolute limits 

VALID - validity checking against changing speed 

LIML - comparison with a lower limit 

LIMU - comparison with an upper limit 

LIMUL - comparison with a range 

FILTn - performs an n-th degree exponential filtering /0 < n < 7/ and stores 

the value in the data base 

3. Data processing commands 

££i£ÍHDS£i£_i2l£E!íSJ:i9DS 

The parameter of these instructions is either the identity code of a 

variable, or a constant 

SUM - addition 

EXTR - subtraction 

MUL - multiplication 

DIV - division 

POWER - evaluates the X n function 
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í£9Í£§i_i55££ií£ti2DS 

These instructions are always referred to the bits of the A accumulator, the 

result remains in the A accumulator 

MASK - masks the accumulator with a constant or a variable 

NAND - logical NAND operation between 2 bits 

NOR - logical NOR operation between 2 bits 

EXOR - exclusive OR between the accumulator and a variable 

ROTn - rotates cyclically n steps the A accumulator to the right 

LDO - loads zero into two bits 

LD1 - loads one into two bits 

LOB - loads one bit from a variable 

LDBN - loads the negation of one bit from a variable 

STB - stores one bit into a variable 

STBN - stores the negation of one bit into a variable 

CHB - changes two bits with each other 

CHBN - complements two bits, afterwards it changes them 

GPK - calculates the number of ones on the bit positions determined by a 

mask and if this is greater than or equal to а с constant /0 £ с £ 15/, 
it stores 1 in the j-th bit position of the accumulator /O < j < 15/, 
otherwise it stores zero in this position. 

INCR - increments the content of accumulator A by the integer in the 
operand 

Arra^_OBgrations 

Array operations in the system are confined to one- or two-dimensional 
arrays. 

VMUL - composes the scalar product of two vectors and stores the result in 
a real variable 

ASUN - forms the sum of two arrays 
AMULS - multiplies an array by a scalar given in the operand 
AMULN - multiplies an array by a real variable 
AMULA - composes the product of two matrices and stores the result in a 

new matrix 
MINV - produces the inverse matrix 
TRANS - transposes a matrix 
ELEM - loads an element of an array into accumulators 
STORX - stores the content of the accumulators into an element of an array 
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2ÜE§_!D2YÍH2_ÍÍ!5Í!L!Í££Í2Í!§ 

SET - loads a variable or a constant into the E, A accumulators 

SETUP - loads the upper limit of a variable into the E, A accumulators 

SETLO - loads the lower limit of a variable into the E, A accumulators 

STORE- - stores the content of the E, A accumulators or a constant into a 

variable 

STT - storing a bit serial starting with the i-th bit in the A accumulator 

into a variable starting with the j-th bit 

STTN - similar to the STT operation but first it complements the bits 

before storing. 

Branching_instructions 

BF'J - jump without condition 

BRUI - indirect jump 

IFAC - jumps if the content of the E accumulator is negative 

IFVAL - jumps if the variable is invalid 

IFLIM - jumps if the variable is in overlimit state 

IFLIML - jumps if the variable passes its lower limit 

BRUO - jumps if 2 predetermined bits in the A accumulator are zeros 

BRU 1 - jumps if 2 predetermined bits in the A accumulator are ones 

CYCLE - jumps if a looping condition is fulfilled 

BRUS - jump to subroutine 

£2G££2l_iOSi£H£íi20§ 

LIMI - limits a variable between 2 values 

ON - activating a channel 

OFF - inactivating a channel 

BIT - transfer of digital output 

DA60 - transfer of analogue output through D/A converter 

BP - time modulated digital output 

PID - calculates a variable according to a prescribed PID algorithm 

CMP - compares the content of the accumulators with a constant or a 

variable 

String_nian±ßulation 

TYPE - sends a character string to a peripheral defined by the operand 
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These instructions are always referred to the accumulators and the result 

also remains there. 

QUADR - raises the content of the accumulators to the power of 2 

SQRT - forms the square root function 

RECPR - generates the reciprocal value 

INT - generates the integer part of the value 

ABS - provides the absolute value of the variable 

LOG - gives the natural logarithm of the value 

EXP - exponential function 

FLOAT - converts an integer into floating point form 

RANGE - regards the less significant 4 bits of accumulator A as a binary 

number /0 <_ n £ 15/ and generates the (/TÜ) function 

EXFNC - calls an external function 

EE2SEÜLÉ-E5!2§£e.E-i25SEu.£ii2n.E 

FIN - finishes the execution of a block and the processing begins to 

work on the next channel 

CCAD - transfers the execution to the chained next block, otherwise the 

execution of the next channel is started 

RET - return from subroutine 
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APPENDIX 2. 

LIST OF OPERATOR COMMANDS 

1. :ALARM ACCEPTED 
DD, HH,MM 

2. :EXTRA LOG-SHEET 
COMLOG NAME: XXXXXX 
DD, HH,MM 

3. :TIME 
DD, HH,MM 

4. :LIST OF CHANNELS NOT PERMITTED: 
DD, HH,MM 

5. :LIST OF CHANNELS OVER LIMIT/NOT VALID: 
DD, HH,MM 

6. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX WORK LIST: 
DD, HH,MM 

7. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX PRIMARY 
INFORMATION: 

MEASURED VALUE 
UPPER LIMIT 
LOWER LIMIT 
VALIDITY LIMITS 
DIGITAL CONTROL 
OPERATING 

DD, HH,MM 

8. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX MEASURED VALUE: 
DD, HH,MM 

9. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX CHANNEL NUMBER: 
DD, HH,MM 

1 0 . {CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX OPERATING: 

DD, HH,MM 

11. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX DIGITAL CONTROL: 
DD, HH.MM 
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12. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX TAKE NEW VALUE 
AND USE AS VALID: 
DD, HH.MM 

13. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX SET-POINT: 
DD, HH,MN 

14. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX FACTORS OF PID 
CONTROL: 
DD, HH,MM 

15. -.CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX FACTORS OF SCALE: 
DD, HH,MM 

16. !CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX LOWER ALARM LIMIT: 
DD, HH,MM 

17. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX UPPER ALARM LIMIT: 
DD, HH.MM 

18. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX VALIDITY LIMITS: 
DD, HH,MM 

19. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX BIT NO: XX 
DD, HH,MM 

20. :CHANNEL NAME: XXXXXX BIT NO: 16 
DD, HH,MM 
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APPENDIX 3. 

PROCESS PROGRAM EXAMPLE 

Temperature is to be measured and stored in the variable TEMP. The used 
transducer provides current in the range of 4-20 mA with linear characteris
tic. The scope of the transducer ranges from О to lOO C. The symbolic address 
of the A/D converter is AD20, the line number of the input is 14, and the 
required amplification is lOO. Test on upper alarm limit is required at 60 °C, 
with 0.5 °C hysteresis. 

The program is: 

TEMP /BEGIN 1,A,CDEGR »TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
/STRT AD2O,14,10O 
SCALE 127.87,-25.57 
LIMU 60,0.5 
FILT О 
/END 
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